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Abstract
This article present the Markov chains method, stages of implementation, the advantages and disadvantages of
using it in the market analysis context of a company products. A Markov chain represents the stochastic process as
such, its state being present, future conditions are independent of the past. In a Markov process, at every moment,
the system can keep or change the status, according to some probability distributions. The case study presents the
real situation of a furniture production company who wishes to identify the consumers number, their preferences at
any time, their loyalty and how to shift them in the future. After conducting a market study on clients, data
processing was performed using MARKOV process module of the WinQSB software, decizional analysis software.
After the completion of such analysis and dragging over it findings, the company can develop a new strategy for the
future, growth of investments or change some products, in order to attract a larger number of clients.
Keywords: Modeling, Markov chains, Market share, Markov processes, Win QSB software.

Introduction
Among the aspects that contribute to the increase
of economic efficiency is included a justification
strategy regarding sales policy for minimizing the
negative influences generated by the main
competitors. For this is recommended to realize a
research of the position recorded on the market of
products, which contribute most to the company
turnover [1].
Markov chain method is a very good alternative,
provided by economic-mathematical modeling, to
study evolutions in the market products in
relation with those of competitors. The advantage
of this method is easily getting of some relevant
information, which may contribute, to the
improvement of marketing and strategic
management to facilitate your activity through
the development of strategies based on the
product life cycle [1, 2].
Andrey Andreyevich Markov was a Russian
mathematician who has put its mark on
stochastic processes; his research has covered a
large number of areas in mathematics,
differential equations, theory of probabilities. The
results of his work have great applicability and
nowadays, being known by users as Markov
chains. To be able to analyze a system using
Markov chain, it must present the following
characteristics [3].
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To operate on a number of time intervals.In each
of the time intervals, the system may be in a
finite number of states.
The states in which is the system in a certain
period are mutually exclusive (system find out
during a period in one and only one of the
possible conditions).switching system from one
state to another in different periods can be
described by crossing probabilities that remain
constant.
The probability that the system to be in a certain
state in a specific interval depends only on the
system state in the previous period and the
probability of crossing from one status to another;
These applications are based on the idea, that the
efficiency organization is influenced largely by its
internal components, but at the same time, an
important force that acts on its processes is
competition. Starting from this assumption, it can
see the importance of company position and its
evolution in relation to its opponents, which
carries the name of the position in market share
[2].

Markov Model
Using Markov model can study the evolution of
variables in the future by analyzing their present
behavior in the form of processes that take place
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in succession. In other words present determine
the future. This model is based on a system,

well as the facility of interpretation. So the
current decisions will lead to the adoption of

which in each phase is in a state, which belongs of
a lot states (results) [4].
According the model, each result is associated
with a probability (p), which determines the
transition from one state to another, transition
from one current state 0 to another 1 is based on
transition probabilities noted with p ij . If i = j it

strategies to change the prices, correct
management of advertising or the granting of
promotional features [6].
Although the use of Markov chain represents a
satisfactory way to predict the choice of a
particular brand by customers, the model has
some limitations [3, 6].
Customers don't always buy products under the
same intervals and don't always buy the same
amount of products. This means that in future,
two or more brands can be bought at the same
time.
Customers always enter or dropping out of certain
markets and therefore markets are never stable.
The transition probabilities, as a customer to pass
from a brand i to a brand j, are not constant for
all buyers, these probabilities may change from
buyer to buyer and from time to time.
These probabilities can change in accordance with
the average of time between purchase situations.
The time between the different purchase
situations can be a function of the last bought
brand.
The other branches of the marketing environment
like promotion, advertising, competition, etc. were
not included in this model.

presents fidelity for initial state, and in the
situation in which the system is located in the
same state during a period then it remained in its
original state = i. Crossing probabilities influence
the long term behavior of the system as well as
his behavior in the short term. The short-term
behavior of the system depends on the state of the
system during the current period and crossing
probabilities.
In the theory of Markov chains is considered as
the result of any transitions depend on the
transition result, which precedes directly and only
from it, transition which can be either a win or a
loss [2, 3, 5].
All crossing probabilities are grouped in the form
of a transition matrix or crossing probabilities
matrix, with the number of lines and columns
equal to the number of possible states. It
represents
the
connection
between
two
consecutive phases, made according to the fidelity
coefficient and reorientations. To solve the
problem it is necessary to build an initial
distribution vector consists of initial possibilities
of the system, having a static character specific to
a particular moment in its evolution.
Determining the products evolution on the market
using Markov chains, require only knowledge of
present state and transition probabilities. Two
states of Markov process are known: recurrent
state and transient state. The recurrent state is
determined by the certitude that a process will
return at a certain known state in a future
moment. If there is a possibility that the process
was no longer in that phase, then the state is
known as transient. The main advantage of using
Markov chain in comparison to the other methods
is the rapidity and simplicity of calculations, as
The interpretation of table 2:The degree of client’s
fidelity towards products of a society is located at
the intersection of the line and the column with
the same name of the producer (red background).
70% from the customers who buy in this moment
from Logy Bick, will buy its products also in the
future, the rest of 30% will switching to
competitors (10% toward Mobexpert, 7% to Staer,
5% to Elvila, 4% to Domus Nuvo, 3% to Hondor
Still, 1% to Others).
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Case
Study-Logy
Company

Bick

Furniture

Information about Company Products
In order to be able to use Markov chains, the
company Logy Bick Ltd realised a marketing
study, which identify the number of consumers,
their preferences at a time of furniture products
and users of competing products [2].
The market study was realising in the period
01.01.2012-01.07.2012 by Ellipse Marketing
Company.
Analysis of competition products furniture
company Logy Bick Ltd, Constanta: the results of
the market study (comparative analysis of
furniture Logy Bick Ltd and the main
competitors) are presented in tables 1 and 2:
The market leader in this time, Mobexpert, will
keep 85% of current clients because of quality
products; others will switch due the price;
Staer will keep 59% of current clients, Elvila will
keep 51%, Domus Nuvo 68%, Hondor Still 42 %,
Others 23%.
Reorientation of the competitors' customers to
Logy Bick will do so: 4% from Mobexpert
customers, 11% from Staer customers, 10% from
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Table 1: Analysis of furniture competing companies
Type
Advertise
Advantages
Disadvantages
Company
Logy Bick
Radio + Flayers
Small
price,
Order Quality constant
furniture
Mobexpert
Tv, Radio,
Quality
Big prices
Flayers,
Brand, Image
Staer
Tv, Flayers
Brand
Standard furniture
Elvila
Sticker
Image, quality
Domus Nuvo
Sticker
Small price
Diversity
Hondor Still
Sticker
Diversity
Table 2: Customers fidelity and reorientation
Furniture
Reorientation (%)
bought at the
present time
Logy Bick Mobexpert
Staer

Elvila

Domus
Nuvo

Hondor
Still

Others

Logiy Bick
Mobexpert
Staer
Elvila
Domus Nuvo
Hondor Still
Others
Market share

5%
4%
10%
51%
5%
10%
16%
10%

4%
2%
5%
10%
68%
13%
10%
16%

3%
1%
4%
7%
3%
42%
10%
7%

1%
2%
6%
3%
2%
7%
23%
3%

70%
4%
11%
10%
6%
8%
14%
17%

10%
85%
5%
15%
4%
9%
15%
33%

7%
2%
59%
4%
12%
11%
12%
14%

Elvila customers, 6% from Domus Nuvo
customers, 8% from Hondor Still customers and
14% from other producers’ customers. This shift to
the Logy Bick is due to the lower prices, good
quality, the type of furniture sold, complete
services offered, etc.

menu is specifying a title for the problem and the
number of considered states.

Estimates of the Furniture Market Share
The data processing from table 2 will be done with
the WinQSB software, the Markov Process
module [2].
WinQsb represents software with windows
interface and with small limitations on the size of
the problems to solve. It is very easy to import
data in other programs and offer options to
control the appearance of printed pages. In
addition, it has implemented modules for almost
all operational research problems: Decision
Analysis, Dynamic Programming, Forecasting,
Job Scheduling, Linear and Integer Programming,
Markov Process, Network Modelling, Nonlinear
Programming,
PERT/CPM,
Quadratic
Programming, Quality Control Chart [7, 8].
WinQSB allow navigation between modules of the
product, i.e. the selection of a particular type of
problem.
As a result of the use of this module were
obtained following data and results: In the dialog
window that appears behind New option from File
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Fig.1: Problem specifications

According to the data from table 5 and according
to the schedule presented in fig. 2, it can observed
that there will be a growing market share of Logy
Bick from 17% to 17.7% in the first period, the
rate will continue to grow until 18,65% threshold.
The main producer on the market Mobexpert will
have an increasing from 33% to 36,69%.During
the period considered, Logy Bick consolidates
their second position on furniture market, most
competitors suffering decreasing of the market
share.
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Table 3: Initial data entry problem

Table 4: Solutions – steady state

Table 5: Solutions – time parametric analysis
Time Period
Probability of State 1
1
0,1770
2
0,1815
3
0,1842
4
0,1856
5
0,1862
6
0,1865
7
0,1865
8
0,1864
9
0,1863
10
0,1861
Probability of State 4
Probability of State 5
0,1065
0,1513
0,1091
0,1452
0,1099
0,1409
0,1100
0,1379
0,1098
0,1357
0,1095
0,1342
0,1093
0,1331
0,1091
0,1324
0,1090
0,1318
0,1089
0,1314

Conclusions
In this case the Markov chain model has helped to
determine the position on the market of furniture
products marketed by Logy Bick Company, as
well as the estimate of future evolutions according
to their main competitors on the market.To carry
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Probability of State 2
0,3367
0,3431
0,3487
0,3533
0,3570
0,3600
0,3624
0,3642
0,3657
0,3669
Probability of State 6
0,0582
0,0540
0,0523
0,0515
0,0511
0,0508
0,0506
0,0505
0,0504
0,0503

Probability of State 3
0,1356
0,1321
0,1294
0,1274
0,1260
0,1249
0,1241
0,1235
0,1231
0,1227
Probability of State 7
0,0347
0,0349
0,0346
0,0343
0,0341
0,0340
0,0339
0,0338
0,0338
0,0338

out this analysis the data were provided by the
market study conducted by Ellipse Marketing
Company in the points of product sales.So, the
right policy to be embedded in Logy Bick strategy
could be the increase investments for the
expansion of the premium furniture segment.
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Fig. 2: Evolution of market shares

According to the schedule realized on the basis of
the data processed with the help of Markov
module (table 5, fig. 2), Logy Bick products
presents an ascending trend of the market share.
In this situation the company can substantiate a
development strategy through a better knowledge
of products by consumers, emphasis actions to
promote, which involves an aggressive marketing
strategy.
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